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Phase Transition:

! 

T "170MeV

# " 0.6 $1GeV / fm3

The Big Picture

Lattice QCD

quark-hadron
phase transition

La Thuile 2008

Can we study the early universe in the laboratory?Can we study the early universe in the laboratory?
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The sQGP at RHIC

Strongly interacting partonic matter with
low shear viscosity to entropy density
ratio created at RHIC!
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Jet energy loss depends on 
-gluon density
-path length
-> tomography of bulk QCD matter

Medium may respond to the energy 
Deposited by the jet
-can we use the medium excitation to
 constrain the equation of state?

Probing the sQGP with jets

Phys. Rev. C73, 054903 (2006)

p+p vs. d+A vs. A+A: vacuum fragm. vs. cold nucl. matter vs. hot nucl. matter

Jet correlations very similar in
p+p and d+Au at RHIC! 

Jet modification in A+A
can the be attributed to the
hot partonic medium.
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Jet Correlations in Au+Au collisions

Away-side jet in central Au+Au
strongly modified comp. to p+p.

Low/intermediate pT:
-broad away-side
-maxima at Δφ= π +/- 1 rad

High pT
-away-side shape like p+p
-but suppressed yield

Divide away-side peak
into head region (around
Δφ=π) and shoulder regions
(around Δφ=π  +/- 1 rad)

Current conjecture: 
Head region -> jet modification (dominant at high pT)
Shoulder region -> medium response (dominant at intermediate pT) 
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High-pT jet pair yield per trigger is
suppressed, low-pT yield enhanced.
In agreement with expectations of jet
energy loss and induced gluon radiation.

The picture at high pT

IAA = (1/Ntrig dN/dpT)A+A / (1/Ntrig dN/dpT)p+p

IAA

0

1

Away-side Widths

Away-side width at high pT unchanged
within errors -> but broadening expected
Substantial contribution from tangential 
jets in the sample may mask broadening?

tangential biassurface bias
Geometric bias:
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Compton Annihilation

To leading order photon balances jet energy

Since photon does not interact with the
medium, circumvent most geometry bias
effects

Reminder:
Direct γ cross section in p+p
well described by NLO pQCD
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Where Y = # correl. hadrons per photon
and Rγ = N(inclusive γ)/N(decay γ)

Can perform statistical subtraction
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Proof of principle in p+p collisions!

γ-jets to the rescue
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0-20%

Run7 Au+Au 200 GeV

A view of things to come…
Inclusive γ-hadron correlation function

Run7 Au+Au 200 GeV
 pTγ = 12-15  X 3-5 GeV

Hint of away-side suppression
in Au+Au data

pT [GeV]

R
γ

Rγ measurement in Au+Au 200 GeV

Measurement doable in Au+Au
collisions. Preliminary results
suggest that γ-h correlations are
sensitive to jet suppression. More
to come, soon.

γ-jet correlations in Au+Au
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The next step:Fragmentation Photons

10-
6

X10-6

X10-3

X10-3

h-inclusive γ

h-decay γ

h-direct γ

Can measure fragmentation photons (first measurement for 200 GeV p+p at RHIC)

Long term goal: observe induced photon bremsstrahlung in Au+Au collisions 
                         -> constrain energy loss scenarios

Ratio of jet correlated fragmentation photons
to jet correlated inclusive photons in near-side
~ 0.1 at intermediate pT in 200 GeV p+p
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T. Renk, 
J. Ruppert 
hep-ph/0509036

Wake effect or sonic boom
-> measure sound speed

Cherenkov gluon radiation
-> measure refractive idx.

Koch, Majumder, Wang, PRL 96 (2006) 172302

Jets and flow couple
Armesto,Salgado,Wiedemann, PRC 72 (2005) 064910

Conjectures for Jet-Medium Interactions

Casalderrey-Solana, Shuryak, Teaney, Nucl. Phys. A774 (2006) 577
H. Stoecker, Nucl. Phys. A750 (2005) 121
J. Ruppert & B. Mueller, Phys. Lett. B618 (2005) 123

Can we test some of these conjectures?

π−Δφ
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Particle Species Dependence

Au+Au 200GeV

Jet associated baryons and mesons
are similarly modified on the away-side.
This poses constraints on away-side
modification models.

The ratio of jet associated baryons to
Mesons on the away-side rises with
pT and centrality. Inconsistent with 
vacuum fragmentation but trend similar 
to bulk -> consistent with jet induced
medium excitation
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(Model dependent) decomposition of 
away-side via double/triple gaussian fit.

Shoulder Peak Position

arXiv:0801.4545

Study shoulder peak position D
as a function of pT

Weak pT dependence of peak position
inconsistent with simple models of
Cherenkov gluon radiation
Not inconsistent with mach cones.

Shoulder
“softer” than
p+p away-side
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Controlling Path Length Effects

Constrain energy density by fixed centrality, vary
effective path length by orienting trigger particle relative
to event plane

Constrain path length dependence of energy loss and
disentangle energy-loss and medium-response scenarios. 

ψ 
(event 
plane 
azimuth)

ψ 
(event 
plane 
azimuth)

Central collisions
(small spatial anisotropy)

Midentral collisions
(large spatial anisotropy)
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Central events (small
spacial anisotropy):

no event plane
dependence

Mid-central events (large
spacial anisotropy):

Head region sensitive to
path length variation in
qualitative agreement
with energy loss
expectations
Shoulder peak position
insensitive to path length
-> not inconsistent with
mach cone, poses
difficulty for jet-flow
coupling conjectures

Event-plane Dependent Correlations
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p2-a
p3-a

Same Side

Away Side

p2n, p3n

*!"
*!

Choose coordinate system, in where
the trigger particle is the z-axis
-> approximates jet axis

Toy-MC in Phnx-Acc.
“bend” jet

Toy-MC in Phnx-Acc.
“cone” jet

Three Particle Correlation Method

Three-particle correlations consistent with
conical emission, but presence of other jet
topologies cannot be ruled out.
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Summary and Conclusions

Strong away-side jet modification measured in Au+Au collisions at RHIC

-> high pT suppression pattern is consistent with energy loss scenario
    but no observation of broadening: interpretation difficult due to geometric bias

-> g-jet correlations seem sensitive to energy loss, more work ongoing … stay tuned

-> intermediate pT correlations consistent with dominance of medium excitation
   
-> While we don’t have conclusive evidence for the existence of mach cones, yet,
    the conical flow picture is consistent with the data. The contribution of other 
    conjectured scenarios for jet-medium interaction cannot be ruled out.

However: 
-> pT dependence of away-side peak position challenges simple gluon radiation
    models
-> reaction plane dependent correlations show “head” region is sensitive to
    path length variations, while peak positions show no dependence
    This poses a challenge for modification pictures where jets couple to the
    underlying flow field

We are not quite there yet, but we are well on route …
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Backup Slides
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PHENIX Detector Layout (Run7)
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The “Ridge”

“Ridge” and “Shoulder”
Common origin?
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Head and shoulder pT balances near side
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i.e. Zero Yield At Minimum
(ZYAM)
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    a0 is obtained  without putting any 
   constraint on the Jet shape by requiring

Two source model :  Flow (H) & Jet (J)

N.N. N.N. Ajitanand Ajitanand et al.et al.
Phys. Rev. C 72, 011902 (2005)Phys. Rev. C 72, 011902 (2005)
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Operational Demonstration
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Unconstrained 
harmonic

Constrained 

High pt particle constrained
perpendicular to RP  

Constraint byte

Decomposition of Flow and Jet Signals

Subtraction Extinction

Reliable Decomposition of Flow and JetReliable Decomposition of Flow and Jet

Signals via two separate MethodsSignals via two separate Methods
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Test of Ansatz

Simulation

Strong Away-Side Modification in Strong Away-Side Modification in Au+AuAu+Au Revealed via Both Methods Revealed via Both Methods

ZYAM subtracted ZYAM subtracted J(J(ΔφΔφ))

Flow extinguished Flow extinguished C(C(ΔφΔφ) = ) = J(J(ΔφΔφ))

Data

Both Methods Agree!

Phys. Rev. C 72, 011902 (2005)Phys. Rev. C 72, 011902 (2005)
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Correlation Function Decomposition
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3-particle Correlation Function
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Three Particle Correlations

Further study needed to distinguish between cone or deflected jetsFurther study needed to distinguish between cone or deflected jets

PHENIX Preliminary

PHENIX Acceptance
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See N.N. Ajitanand’s talk

Indication of abnormal jets
without harmonic removal
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BBC v2 Extraction is robust!
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PHENIX EMC (PbSc)

EMC  timing resolution: ~400 ps

TOF  timing resolution: ~120 ps

PID
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tangential biassurface bias
Geometric bias:

Trigger π0

“Conditional”
charged hadron 
at high-pt

Assoc h

Dependence on cond. trigger pT
-> Q2 dependence
Centrality dependence most
likely due to additional (+1)
soft background.

Double tagged correlations
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v4 scaling
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Up to order n=4

J. Bielcikova et al, PRC69 (2004) 021901

Rpl-dependent Decomposition


